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ETHICAL BUSINESS: SPECIAL FOCUS – III

PAUL DEMBINSKI and I are shaking
our heads at the craziness of the
response to the “greed is good” speech
delivered by Michael Douglas in the

film Wall Street.
Except we are not really finding it amusing

at all. It is the sheer nuttiness of folk we
struggle to comprehend. What was intended
as a piece of satire by Douglas and director
Oliver Stone was seized upon by a generation
as a justifying mantra for appalling deeds
where banking and the financial markets
are concerned. It is proof, agrees Dembinski,
of the scale of the task that confronts him as
he seeks to emphasise the place of ethics in
the financial services industry.

Listening to him and meeting him, it is not
difficult to see why Dembinski is so often
name-checked by the Archbishop of
Canterbury, Justin Welby, as an economist
he closely follows – “a friend of mine” for 20
years, he says – or why his research is studied
in the Vatican. “I do send my papers there,
and I know that someone reads them there,”
he says, guardedly.

Given the scandals that have befallen the
banking industry, it is clear that ethics are
not being universally applied. At the top of
the financial industry, “lessons are being
forgotten. For much of banking it’s back to
business as usual”.

Adjust your moral compass

He is the economist credited with having the most influence on the Archbishop 
of Canterbury. And Paul Dembinski is clear that regulation is not enough to improve 
banking - a fundamental cultural shift is needed / By CHRIS BLACKHURST

“The financial markets should be no dif-
ferent from the home, where parents will say
‘in our home we don’t do this’ and the message
is absorbed and understood,” says Dembinski,
although he is quick to acknowledge that
there is a breakdown somewhere, adding:
“But where? Is it at school and university? Is
it in the home?” But he also feels there has
been too much banker bashing, and that
attacking bankers per se will not solve any-
thing: “There are three agents in the financial
industry equation – the saver, the entrepre-
neur, and the intermediary. We have to look
at all three and the roles they play.”

Born in 1955, in Poland, Dembinski is a
Catholic, a Swiss national, married with three
children. He is blessed with a kindly face,
offset by a beard that makes him appear like
a spirited uncle – albeit one given to imparting
common sense and wisdom. He is comfortable
writing and speaking in any one of five lan-
guages: English, French, German, Polish and
Spanish. For a while, he was Senior Associate
Member of St Antony’s College, Oxford.

The reason, perhaps, that Dembinski is so
regarded by spiritual leaders is that he does
not pretend to be a “pure” economist. He puts
economics in the wider context of how it
relates to ordinary people and institutions.
He crosses disciplinary boundaries – engaging
social science as well as economics. So his

masters, in 1979, was in political science, but
his PhD, obtained in 1982, both from the
University of Geneva, was in economics.

He believes the two are intertwined.
Fundamentally, he argues, the markets on
their own are not enough, and they cannot
survive without some form of intervention
and protection. So while others push for “sys-
temic sustainability”, he promotes “systemic
non-sustainability”. He was proved right in
this regard when East Germany and its allies
could no longer survive on their own, and the
Berlin Wall fell.

In 1996, he founded the Observatoire de la
Finance in Geneva, with the aim of highlight-
ing the common good within the financial
services industry, and invited the future arch-
bishop on to its editorial board, on which he
still sits. The pair had met a few years earlier
on the Finance Ethics Group at the Catholic
Von Hügel Institute in Cambridge, which
influenced Welby’s ideas about ethics and his
spirituality. Through Dembinski the arch-
bishop joined the International Association
for Christian Social Teaching, which examines
Catholic social thought, and since 1998 he
has served as its Vice-President.

“Economics is about human behaviour,”
he says. He never bought into the free-
marketeers’ economic theory of his youth that
the most complete expression of economics is
the markets, saying: “Many economists thought
there was this ultimate layer, marked ‘finance’,
and it would bring freedom to everyone.”

But the response of human beings to this
ideal, he says, shaking his head again, was to
be pragmatically calculating, to remove this
freedom of thought by installing algorithms
to do their complex trading for them.

It is no good, he maintains, leaving the mar-
kets to their own devices. People, “need
protection, the market needs protections writ-
ten in”. Free markets with guaranteed
competition are not enough. There will still
be those who exploit and manipulate, arguing:
“Even if there is competition, people should
have an internal compass.” Look, he says,
leaning forward, “you’re not free to exceed
speed limits when the police and cameras
aren’t watching you. It’s like that – people
need a moral check on what they’re doing”.

He accepts that much of the trading activity
on the markets, especially where derivatives
and financial instruments are concerned, is
“socially useless” – to quote the former head
of the United Kingdom’s Financial Services
Authority, Lord (Adair) Turner. But in his
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eyes, that does not make it socially irrelevant.
On the contrary, he says, explaining: “The
share of financial services in the GDP is
around 10 per cent. About half of that is
devoted to risk management and futures, so
that’s at least 4 per cent of GDP. Therefore
it’s a concern of every one of us.”

And, he says, we should be concerned and
annoyed. The capital markets account for
incredible sums, but meanwhile much of the
world is consigned to poverty. The scale of
the industry, the influence it has over flows
of capital, and the fact that “there’s an awful
lot of money flowing around but it’s not reach-
ing me and you” – these are what Dembinski
says should shake us from our complacency,
stop us having faith in markets as free entities,
and demand influence over them.

His next book is entitled Quo Vadis: Ethics

in Finance. It follows Finance: Servant or
Deceiver?, published in 2008. His conclusion,
then? He laughs: “That finance should be the
servant, but it was the deceiver.”

Since Douglas declared “greed is good” in
1987, we have seen the markets fail, scandals
galore, and a near financial meltdown. Our
solution has been to apply regulation after reg-
ulation, to put our belief in compliance. Every
financial firm of any significant size has a com-
pliance officer. The biggest banks have hundreds
if not thousands of them. But for Dembinski
it is not the answer. “Ethics does not equal com-
pliance. I was born under communist rule.
Believe you me, rules are not ethics.”

He sees “ethics as framing behaviour”. Ethics
should be in the DNA, not written down on
pieces of paper. He is fully aware the City can
be a tough, aggressive, ruthless place. But

that is no excuse for bad behaviour, as he says:
“If it’s true that human behaviour is funda-
mentally selfish, there’s still room for
underlying ethics, and there’s a margin for
manoeuvre. Ethics can, and should, still be
there all right, but implicit not explicit.”

I wish him well. It is refreshing talking to
him. Sadly, though, that may be the point:
not nearly enough bankers speak his language
or share the same thoughts. But at least he is
there, holding up a mirror to the markets,
one that they can all see. After that, they only
have themselves to blame.
Professor Dembinski is speaking alongside
Archbishop Welby at a conference at the
University of Fribourg, 3-5 September, titled
The common good: between past and future.

Chris Blackhurst is a financial journalist. 

FOR NEARLY a quarter of a century I
made my living as an investment
banker. My specialty was in finding
sources of capital for large non-profit
organisations such as the United States
Chamber of Commerce, universities or
the American Red Cross. I would be
flown around the country in private jets
to persuade state treasurers and
pension-fund advisers to invest funds in
my clients’ projects. 

In return for my 70-hour weeks, I
drove a BMW convertible and enjoyed
lavish holidays. I am the daughter of the
neighbourhood pub owners and was
first in my family to graduate from
college, so this was a new world for me. 

One afternoon in Holy Week 2003, I
stepped out of the office for a sandwich,
and I saw a man sitting, leaning against
a wall. His clothing was tattered and he
looked lost. In a few days’ time I was to
be welcomed into the Catholic Church.
I had begun attending Rite of Christian
Initiation of Adults after my daughter
survived a particularly difficult
operation. That afternoon I recalled
Jesus saying: “What you do for the least
of them you do for me.” I said to myself:
“Jesus, I see you. I’ll be back.”

At the deli, I decisively ordered two
sandwiches but found myself obsessing
about getting the choice of his drink
right. Ultimately, I chose a root beer.
Walking back to the office, I smiled and
gave him the sandwich. He had a
grateful but unsettled look on his face, 

so I asked if there was anything else I
could do for him. His response was, “I’m
thirsty.” I smiled and said: “I know.” 

Only years later, when I saw a
tapestry belonging to some
Missionaries of Charity in Russia –
I thirst – I realised this exchange was
about more than root beer: these were
Jesus’ words from the Cross. With new
convert fervour, I wanted to
understand more about my faith. What
began as a few courses turned into a
graduate degree in theology at Notre
Dame Graduate School of Christendom
College in Washington DC. Each course
offered lessons to apply to the world I
knew: business. 

I continued to work in commercial
banking. Nearly eight years later I was

at J.P. Morgan and one morning in the
lift I met our chief executive, Jamie
Dimon, arguably one of the most
influential bankers on the planet. I told
him I had met a friend of his at an event
the night before – President Bill
Clinton. As we spoke I realised that my
career thus far had afforded
extraordinary opportunities, and I had
become a better banker, but that my
professional experience had been to
serve my own interest. 

I began looking around for ways to
remedy this. Could I set up a
community bank? Could I buy one? In
time I met a consultant to a community
bank called the City First Bank of
Washington that needed to raise
capital. It had been founded in the
1990s to improve access to finance for
low-income families in the most
challenged parts of the nation’s capital. 

It was an opportunity to follow my
heart. So I left J.P. Morgan in January
2013, after serving as a senior vice-
president for three years. Since then I
have started advising the US Treasury,
and help manage the investments of
the US bishops’ Black and Indian
Mission Office. 

Leaving J.P. Morgan meant taking a
70 per cent pay cut – my dry cleaner,
whom I saw most days, must have
thought I had fled the country! I spend
money more thoughtfully now. I still
work 60-70 hours a week but I have
greater choice about what work I take
on and see more of my children,
because I work locally. 

I continue to seek to understand how
my vocation to business is part of my
Catholic journey and am doing doctoral
research at Georgetown University to
develop a systematic theology of work
and wealth. I still attend public
functions and meet wealthy people, but
my clients are now the vulnerable and
those who serve God. St Matthew,
patron saint of bankers, pray for me.

DAWN CARPENTER: former senior 
vice-president at J.P. Morgan

LIFE STORY

Call of St Matthew
An American banker explains how she sacrificed more than
two thirds of her income when she went to help run a
community bank in Washington DC / BY DAWN CARPENTER
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